Future-Ready
Identity and Access
Management

SMART, CONNECTED ID BADGING AND PROVISIONING
USING HID® SAFE™ WITH HID® FARGO® CONNECT™
Smart Onboarding provided by HID SAFE with HID FARGO Connect is moving healthcare
organizations forward by automating the manual, human error prone process of
issuing and provisioning ID cards. HID SAFE with FARGO Connect—a web-based or
on-prem solution—is helping healthcare organizations reduce costs, minimize
complexity and mitigate risks in managing physical access and credentials in hospitals
and clinics. Discover how to simplify the complex badging—with HID SAFE’s integrated,
future-ready identity management solution.
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A HOLISTIC VIEW OF YOUR
HEALTHCARE ECOSYSTEM

When it comes to identity management, most organizations
only focus on their employees, but there are many other
people moving within a healthcare organization on any
given day—each with different identities and access rights.
Using a central, automated and integrated badging system
helps healthcare organizations to reduce the costs and
risks associated with managing the physical access of your
employees and contractors. In addition, using a web-based
issuance and provisioning solution offers flexibility, efficient
workflows and a holistic view of your security.

HID SAFE with FARGO Connect makes identity management
easier for users and administrators by offering pre-defined
rules and workflow, approvals and audits for highly secure
areas and a centralized location to assign access and access
levels. Having a holistic view of who is moving within a hospital or clinic helps mitigate risk and manages the lifecycle
identity from issuance to termination.
The Future of ID badging and providing is using HID SAFE
with FARGO Connect—a single, web-based solution to
manage the identity lifecycles of any identity that moves
within a healthcare environment.

SECURE REMOTE ISSUANCE
Safely and securely send print jobs to remote locations without having to keep printers in a locked room when using HID
SAFE with HID FARGO Connect. This saves time and money
by eliminating shipping costs while also providing advanced
visibility of consumable levels so you are always ready.

Smart healthcare organizations know that you should not
have to use one system to manage credentials and another
to print ID cards.

STREAMLINED, EFFICIENT WORKFLOWS

To learn more about streamlining your onboarding, visit
us at hidglobal.com/smartonboarding

These efficiencies allow you to design, create and print
employee and contractor badges from anywhere, using any
device without having to download or install software.
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